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In his dissertation, Lintunen (2004) discovered that advanced Finnish learners of English make 
systematic errors in their pronunciation. Based on this finding, he critisized school teaching for 
failing in pronunciation teaching. His assumption about insufficient pronunciation teaching inspired 
me to study the teaching and learning of English pronunciation in Finnish schools. In my doctoral 
study, I investigate what EFL pronunciation teaching is like in comprehensive and secondary 
education, and what kind of views both teachers and learners have on the teaching and learning of 
pronunciation. My doctoral study consists of four research articles, which report the results of four 
separate studies with closer research questions and separate research materials. Each study explores 
my research topic from a different perspective: textbook, observer, teacher and learner perspective. 
In this presentation I will introduce my research project as a whole and some preliminary results 
from the first part of my study. 

 As teaching pronunciation is seen difficult by many teachers and is neglected in their 
teaching (Iivonen 2005: 46), good and varied teaching materials are needed for support. In the first 
part of my doctoral study, ten Finnish EFL textbooks are analysed. I investigate what kind of 
material they offer for the teaching and learning of English pronunciation. The study results in a 
description of pronunciation exercises by exercise type, with special reference to Seidlhofer's (2001: 
62–64) proposals for classroom procedures. The textbooks are rich with exercises that develop 
pronunciation skills. These make use of both traditional methods, such as ”listen and repeat”, and 
newer techniques, such as drama. Phonemic script is used in pronunciation instructions, and 
exercises in deciphering and producing transcriptions are included. This study shows that lack of 
teaching material cannot be a reason for EFL teachers not to teach pronunciation.     
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